Conduction of trans of impulses in uniform myelinated fibers: computed dependence on stimulus frequency.
The conduction of trains of action potentials in myelinated fibers was studied using computer simulations based on a modification of the Hodgkin-Huxley equations. Stimulation at short but regular interstimulus intervals caused some stimuli to fail to elicit propagated action potentials. Propagated impulse trains observed close to the stimulation site, elicited by high frequency stimulus trains, took the form of "clusters" of impulses, e.g. doublets or triplets. When these impulse trains were observed at distances farther from the stimulation site, interspike intervals were more uniform. For interstimulus intervals of less than 10 ms, distant intervals between impulses were relatively insensitive to the temporal patterning of impulses at the initiation zone and tended toward regular intervals corresponding to the average interstimulus intervals for propagated stimuli. This tendency toward uniform intervals between impulses was also observed for lower average frequency stimulus trains with irregular interstimulus intervals. Moreover, for the first two stimuli in a train, there was a very tendency toward impulse entrainment. These results indicate that intervals between impulses along unbranched myelinated axons are not fixed, but vary according to the site along the conduction pathway where they are observed. The tendency toward entrainment, and regularization of intervals, may represent a factor limiting the frequency with which interval-coded impulses are initiated.